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Description
Field of the invention:
[0001] The invention relates to a method and system
for efficient integration of Web Real Time Communication
("WebRTC") based clients into IP Multimedia Subsystem
("IMS").
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Description of the prior art:
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[0002] The SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) based IMS
is the basic session control system used by telecommunication operators to provide their multimedia communication services like voice/telephony to customers in IP
based networks. In order to use IMS services an IMS or
a SIP client must be installed on the user device, either
built into the operating system of the device by default or
installed separately by the user. For the integration of
analogue and/or Integrated Services Digital Network
("ISDN") telephones into the IMS based infrastructure,
various gateway devices are used offering analogue
and/or ISDN typically interfaces for the connection of end
devices and using SIP for signalling and Real Time
Transport Protocol (RTP) for media transport towards
IMS.
[0003] IP based devices like computers or smartphones usually have a separate IMS/SIP client so that
no additional gateways are required. The usage of a separate SIP client on user device is one of the IMS drawbacks. In order to use IMS services signalled through the
IMS core network the SIP client must support the unique
definite signalling used in the IMS for the session management. That is why SIP is standardised in order to enable interoperability between different clients and IMS
core networks. However, for the introduction of new services on the basis of IMS, an update of SIP clients is often
necessary. Continuous updating of IMS clients for different operating systems and Operation Systems (OS) versions is another challenge for having an add-on signalling
client on the user device.
[0004] WebRTC suite has been defined in the initial
phase and actively developed (IETF. RtCweb status pages. http://tools.ietf.org/wg/rtcweb/ or C. Jennings, A.
Narayanan, D. Burnett, and A. Bergkvist, "WebRTC 1.0:
Real-time communication between browsers," W3C,
W3C
Working
Draft,
01
July
2014,
http://dev.w3.org/2011/webrtc/editor/archives/20140704/webrtc.html, retrieved: July, 2014).
[0005] WebRTC introduces support for multimedia
communication direct from Web Browsers as Chrome,
Firefox and Opera. The complete logic of multimedia application is downloaded to the browser in form of a JavaScript so that no adaptation of additional applications is
required on the device. Any IP device having a WebRTC
capable Web browser can participate in the communication using WebRTC.
[0006] WebRTC does not define any particular signal-
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ling protocol. That is why developers can choose the most
appropriate protocol for their special use case. So it is
possible to implement new communication features, faster. In this sense, WebRTC enables new architectures
and protocols for the control/signalling plane.
[0007] For the consumer it would be meaningful to
communicate from a WebRTC based browser device to
any other existing legacy Voice- and Video-Telephony
devices like 2G or 3G mobile phones or analogue/ISDN
telephones or SIP User Agents. Therefore, the interoperability of WebRTC clients with IMS is necessary to enable communication between WebRTC and IMS/PSTN
users. The current architecture for the integration of WebRTC clients to IMS is defined in 3GPP TS 23.228
V12.5.0 Annex U (2014-06).
[0008] In that prior art, Register Signalling messages
invoke processing of almost all components within IMS
core. In real carrier-grade IMS installations with millions
of registered subscribers the traffic load generated by
SIP Register messages can reach up to 95% of the complete IMS signalling capacity. IMS components must
therefore be planned and dimensioned mainly for
processing of SIP registration traffic not only from legacy
SIP devices, but also from WebRTC clients connected
to the IMS using this prior art approach. By doing that,
the capacity of IMS components involved in Register signalling procedures must be doubled in the worst case.
That has a dramatic impact on the economics of IMS
deployments, the performance of the IMS platform in
case of fluctuating subscriber numbers and the flexibility
of the whole IMS core in the case that the registration
timers are changed (firstly decreased) or more subscribers must be served.
Object of the invention:
[0009] The object of the present invention is to provide
a method and a system for integrating WebRTC based
clients into IMS alternative to standardized solution and
with a reduced traffic load produced by SIP Register signalling messages.
Summary of the invention:
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[0010] The invention concerns a method and a system
for the integration of WebRTC clients into a Multimedia
Subsystem ("IMS") by implementing a new WebRTC Application Server ("WAS") into the IMS core. This new
WAS has an access to the respective subscriber register,
especially to the Home Subscriber Server ("HSS"). The
invention comprises the steps: WebRTC client registers
with the WAS using a protocol applying IMS credentials
due to access of WAS to the subscriber registers especially the HSS. Further WAS modifies initial Filter Criteria
("iFC") by entering itself to the iFC set in the HSS upon
successful registration of WebRTC client with the WAS
and by deleting itself from the iFC set in the HSS upon
customer deregistration.
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[0011] By this, SIP register procedure is not necessary
for registration of WebRTC clients with IMS core.
[0012] The WAS enters itself into iFC for relevant SIP
messages the operator want to forward also to WebRTC
clients (e.g. INVITE, MESSAGE, INFO, etc.) for session
cases terminating registered as well as terminating unregistered. That is necessary to send the message to the
WAS independently whether another SIP clients of the
subscriber with the same telephone number used on the
WebRTC client are registered with IMS or not.
[0013] A WebRTC-based Web application is defined
as a full IMS endpoint with which the user logs on to the
network and can interact with this. In order to realize a
communication with the IMS, the WAS must provide the
ISC interface. Call signalling is passed between WebRTC clients and traditional IMS terminals via the WAS.
To receive call signalling as a WebRTC client, corresponding iFCs, must be defined. For interconnection to
the media level with traditional IMS terminals, standardized components such as the eIMS-AGW will be used.
A special feature of the invention is that the users of WebRTC clients can use their traditional IMS IDs.
[0014] With the inventive method QoS and emergency
functions can be realised. The AS is arranged within a
traditional IMS and has the necessary function blocks to
ensure these functionalities. The requirement of load efficiency is guaranteed. It does not necessarily require an
IMS registration of WebRTC clients, but can occur via
other mechanisms. When IMS registration is omitted,
there are no re-registration procedures which generate
most of the load in traditional telephone networks.
[0015] A significant advantage of the inventive concept
is that WebRTC is offered as an additional alternative for
audio and video communication in an IMS. In this no IMS
registration needs to be performed. Users can re-use
their user-specific credentials which are already created.
It is therefore effective to integrate WebRTC based clients in an IMS -based infrastructure.
[0016] By this the invention introduces a new method
and system for the integration of WebRTC based clients
into IMS without usage of SIP register messages. By using the proposed method all IMS services available for
WebRTC clients integrated with IMS using legacy method are still available while WebRTC clients do not generate any additional SIP Register traffic load in the IMS
network.

posed WebRTC Application Server (WAS).
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shows the connection of WebRTC clients to
IMS as currently defined in prior art,

Figure 2

discloses a proposed connection of WebRTC clients to the IMS and

Figure 3

illustrates the internal architecture of the pro-

Registration of a WC.

Figure 5

Signalisation for an incoming call.

Figure 6

Signalisation for an outgoing call.

Detailed description of a preferred embodiment:
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Figure 4
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Brief description of the drawings:
[0017]
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[0018] Figure 1 shows the prior art WebRTC IMS architecture. This WebRTC IMS architecture is explained
in TS 23.228 (especially in V 12.5.0) Annex U. The
WWSF (WebRTC Web Server Function) is located either
within the operator network or within a third party network
and is the web server contacted by the user agent. Following the components are explained:
[0019] The UE (User Equipment) is a terminal with a
WebRTC enabled browser. The UE must have an IP connectivity to be able to download a client application from
a WWSF. The UE does not have mandatory IMS functions, but may communicate with the network via the
standard Gm interface by implementing appropriate
functions.
[0020] A WebRTC IMS client (WIC) is a WebRTC
JavaScript application that has all the features to interact
with the architecture shown in figure 1. WIK is an application using the WebRTC extensions specified in the
standard and providing access to the IMS network based
architecture. The WIC is integrated part of the User
Equipement (UE) in this standardized proposal. The application is downloaded from a WWSF and executed in
a WebRTC enabled browser or an adequate JavaScript
execution environment on the UE. The WIC shall support
all the typical IMS functionalities. It shall be able to use
Web authentication in addition to the standardized IMS
registration and authentication.
[0021] The WebRTC Web Server Function (WWSF) is
the initial point of contact for the user. It provides a web
page, which is the user interface (UI) for the user.
[0022] Furthermore, the WWSF makes the JavaScript
WIC application available which may be downloaded and
executed by the web browser on the UE.
[0023] The enhanced Proxy Call Session Control
Function (eP-CSCF) is the endpoint for the signalling
connection from the client and is located in the operator
network. It is a P-CSCF according to the 3GPP TS 23.228
specification with extensions for WebRTC. The ePCSCF should support at least a common signalling variant. This can be among other SIP or XMPP over WebSocket. For this proxy server must perform a transcription
from W2 to Mw interface. Besides this eP- CSCF should
control the media data conversion functions that are provided by the eIMS-AGW.
[0024] By using current approach the client performs
registration with the IMS core via W2 interface by using
its identity either using SIP over WebSocket or by using
other proprietary signalling that is converted to SIP in an
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intermediate gateway (separate or collocated with the
enhanced P-CSCF). SIP Register Messages are used
latest on Mw interface in the IMS core to register the
WebRTC user as a regular IMS subscriber.
[0025] The eIMS-AGW is a standard IMS-AGW which
has been extended for WebRTC. Media data are exchanged between UE and eIMS-AGW that converts
sRTP (secure Real Time Transport Protocol) used in WebRTC to RTP used in IMS over W3 interface. The AGW
shall support the media data extensions that are used in
WebRTC. Since interoperability between WebRTC based clients and traditional IMS clients is not possible
without converter, is this component of great importance.
WebRTC-based clients mandatory use SRTP for data
transfer, which is not supported by traditional IMS terminals. Therefore it must support DTLS-SRTP as the exchange mechanism as well as the SRTP. Even the AGW
must provide functions for overcoming NAT which mainly
involve the ICE mechanisms. The elMS AGW should also
act as a transcoder and support the common WebRTC
codecs. Therefore the eIMS-AGW must act as full WebRTC counterpart.
[0026] The WebRTC Authorisation Function (WAF) is
used to authenticate the user for downloading the Web
page from WWSF. It creates an authentication token for
the user and deliver it to the WWSF. This function can
thereby authenticate the user in the token creation process or she trusts the user identity that it has received
from the WWSF.
[0027] The WebRTC IMS architecture supports different IMS registration scenarios that may differ in the authentication method, and ownership of the WWSF (i.e.
operator network or third party). After initial registration
the client generate SIP Re-registration messages according to the Expire timer configured in the IMS core.
Latest after eP-CSCF SIP Register messages are used
for this process. Periodic application level re-registration
is initiated by the UE either to refresh an existing registration or in response to a change in the registration status
of the UE (TS 23.228, clause 5.2.2.4).
[0028] Besides, in figure 1 the shortcut "NAT" means
Network Address Translation, "IP-CAN" is the IP-Connectivity Access Network and PCEF the Policy and
Charging Enforcement Function. PCRF is the Policy
Control Rule Function.
[0029] The W1 interface is located between the UE
and the WWSF. The protocol to be used for this reference
point is the HTTPS protocol to access the website and
download the WIC JavaScript application
[0030] The W2 reference point is located between the
UE and eP-CSCF. A protocol to be used is not defined
but the favourite is SIP transmitted over a WebSocket
connection. The new approach uses a W2* reference
point between UE and the inventive WAS.
[0031] W3 is the reference point between the UE and
the eIMS-AGW. Media data are transmitted via this interface. Also the key exchange for SRTP using DTLS
and signalling is done via this interface to overcome NAT
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using STUN.
[0032] W4 is the signalling interface between the
WWSF and WAF. Via this reference point the WWSF
gets a authorising token from WAF which confirms the
identity of the user.
[0033] The W5 reference point is an optional signalling
interface between the WAF and eP-CSCF.
[0034] The Iq* interface is located between the ePCSCF and the eIMS-AGW. This reference point was extended to control the additional media transfer functions
which are specific for WebRTC.
[0035] The architecture shown in figure 1 supports different scenarios for registration which differ in their method of authentication. One scenario is the IMS authentication another scenario is the Web authentication. Both
are explained in TS 23.228.
[0036] For reducing the traffic of signalling messages
it is proposed to connect the WebRTC Application Server
serving WebRTC customers by using ISC interface as
an additional IMS application server that will supersede
the need of SIP Register messages in IMS core network.
Figure 2 shows the proposed integration of WebRTC
clients to the IMS compared to the actual architecture
followed by the WebRTC and IMS community.
[0037] The usage of WWSF and W1 interface is not
modified in the proposal and is used to download Java
Script with the WebRTC application that will run on the
client.
[0038] The WebRTC client (WC) is a WebRTC JavaScript application that implements all the functions to interact with the architecture that is running on a WebRTCenabled device. The WC is a combination of application
and hardware. The application is downloaded it from a
WWSF and running on the WebRTC-enabled device or
an adequate JavaScript execution environment. The WebRTC-enabled terminal is a terminal which provides a
WebRTC-enabled web browser. In contrast to the WIC
the WC dispenses with an IMS registration. There is only
an identity check of the user based on the user-specific
credentials.
[0039] The invention proposes an additional WebRTC
Application Server (WAS) that the link between WC and
the IMS network. The WAS has a WebRTC signaling
function for connection with the WCs. The WAS is connected to the S-CSCF in IMS with ISC interface (and/or
to the I-CSCF using Ma interface). By this, eP-CSCF is
not longer used for the signalling with WebRTC users.
SIP Register messages are not used in the IMS core for
WebRTC users as well. Figure 3 shows the architecture
of the proposed WebRTC Application Server.
[0040] The new WAS implements functions of a legacy
IMS Application Servers so that it has a "read/write"- access over the Sh interface to the HSS database with
stores user profiles.
[0041] In order to enable Quality of Service (QoS) for
WebRTC clients, the IMS Application Function (AF) is
implemented in the WAS. Interaction with the Policy Control Rule Function (PCRF) for resource management in
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the transport network is available for WAS via Rx interface. For media handling with Access-Border Gateway
Functions (A-BGF) the WAS implements the H.248 protocol based Iq* interface to the existing eIMS-AGW. Alternatively, the WAS can introduce or co-locate any own
media handling function in order to control and convert
the payload traffic transported with sRTP in WebRTC
and RTP in IMS. The Iq* interface is an internal interfaces
in this case. Additional media processing functions eIMS-AGW must then be implemented/co-located in the
WAS. By doing that W3 interface is then between UE
and eIMS-AGW implemented/co-located in the WAS,
that follows the same path in the network as W2* interface. Other additional interfaces typically available on
IMS Application Servers can be implemented on the
WAS - for example Rf for accounting or X1/X2/X3 for
Lawful Interception.
[0042] The two function blocks are controlled by the
WebRTC Application Server Control Function (WASCF).
This WASCF passes messages between the two function
blocks, performs identity verification of registered users
and controls the handlers for database access, QoS and
media conversion.
[0043] For user authentication and signalling between
WAS and WebRTC client any protocol on W2* interface
can be used. Via the W2* interface the signalling messages for call setup or the like can be transferred. A protocol used is not defined for this interface. It notes that
after the successful connection between WC and WHAT,
user identity information is transferred.
[0044] Since WAS has access to the HSS via the Sh
interface, it has access to IMS user credentials. The WebRTC client can therewith be authenticated on the WAS
by using its IMS credentials. The authorisation process
is not limited to this method and any other authentication
method can be used on W2* (e.g. OpenID or similar).
[0045] To verify the identity of the user who has established a connection with the WAS, the WAS reads the
credentials from the central HSS database. If the WebRTC signaling function receives a message, it is forwarded to the WASCF which in turn activates the appropriate handler of the IMS AS function.
[0046] The information received is delivered to WASCF to perform a verification of the user. After successful
verification the WAS updates the service profile of the
user. For that the WASCF again controls the appropriate
handler in the IMS AS Function and provides the service
profiles. In this service profiles the iFC and the trigger
point is stored so that future calls will be routed to that
WAS. If the WebRTC connection is lost or a user terminates the connection the iFC is disabled again. If a call
is dropped or obtained WASCF controls the appropriate
handler for QoS and the media conversion and performs
conversion of the message interface W2* to the ISC interface and vice versa. To allow access to user-specific
information located in the HSS, the WAS must be located
in the network of the operator and should not be provided
by a third party.
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[0047] In result of the authentication process the WAS
knows the IMS Public User Identity (IMPU) of the WebRTC user. By using Sh interface the WAS enters itself
into the initial filter criteria (iFC) set associated with the
IMPU. The WAS is triggered by all incoming messages
to IMPU in both cases, where IMPU is registered using
the legacy SIP registration procedures but also if no SIP
registration has been performed in IMS for IMPU. In this
way all incoming calls (destined to this known IMPU) after
iFC modification will be delivered to the WAS independently whether IMPU is registered in IMS using SIP registration procedure or not registered at all.
[0048] For incoming calls the WAS forwards the call
using the appropriate protocol on W2* interface to the
WebRTC client so that the call can be established. During
call establishment the Rx interface from the AF collocated
on the WAS can be used to enable QoS support for the
multimedia session being established.
[0049] The WAS works as a Forking Proxy (a Stateful
SIP Proxy Server), forks signalling messages and enters
itself into the SIP Route. The WAS forwards the incoming
session control messages to the WebRTC client and also
sends the relevant SIP signalling messages back to the
S-CSCF. The incoming call is then also received on legacy IMS terminals registered with the same IMPU by using SIP registration. After receiving answer message
from a client (either 200 OK via the IMS core or appropriate signalling message over W2* interface), the other
leg of the call can be cleared. The SIP method CANCEL
is used for clients registered with the IMS on the regular
way and the appropriate signalling message is used over
W2* interface for WebRTC clients.
[0050] For outgoing sessions originating from the WebRTC client the signalling over W2* is converted to the
IMS SIP by the WAS and is sent to the IMS core over
the ISC interface from the WAS. Application Function in
the WAS can again be involved in the call setup process
in order to enable QoS for the multimedia session.
[0051] The keep-alive mechanism over W2* interface
used to determine the availability of the WebRTC client
is out of scope of this patent application. Efficient light
web technologies can be used for this purpose, push
notifications can be used as well. In the case WAS takes
the decision the WebRTC client is not available anymore,
WAS deletes itself from the iFC. This procedure is done
over the Sh interface.
[0052] Subsequently, the invention is explained with
reference to a registration of a user and to the signalling
sequence for incoming and outgoing calls. The entities
in the flow charts have markings that are specified in
parentheses after the name of the user. Either a WC application is used or the term "legacy" specifies that an
application or device that communicates over the Gm
interface with a P - CSCF is used.
[0053] In figure 4 the registering of a user using a WC
is shown: In step 1 the users of the WC application sends
its private user identifier and a hash value made of userspecific information on the WAS. The WHAT makes a
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request to the database server in order to obtain the hash
value of the user that is stored. The respective steps 2
and 3 are transmitted by standard-compliant messages
over the Sh interface. Upon receipt of the hash value a
verification step 4 is performed. Are the hash value of
the user and the hash value from the database are identical, the WebSocket connection is maintained. If they
don’t match the WebSocket connection is disconnected
by WAS with the appropriate WebSocket status code.
[0054] If the verification is successful, the user profile
for that user which is also located in the HSS is updated
whereby the WAS creates an iFC and adds a matching
SPT. The SPT is used for the SIP INVITE method. With
that all SIP INVITE messages are routed directly to WAS.
Furthermore, the WAS adds its own address in the application server element of the iFC and forwards the iFC
to the database server (step 5).
[0055] For sending calls from a WC a "service route"
is needed. This route includes the address of S-CSCF
which is responsible for this user. Normally, the "Service
Route" send in the "200 OK" following a SIP register message. However, since this message is omitted, the WAS
must retrieve it from the database (step 7 and step 8).
After these steps, the WC user is authenticated and can
receive and initiate calls by the registered trigger Point.
This concept avoids additional re-registration processes
because disconnections are detected by the WebSocket
connection. For emergency case the IP address of the
current WebSocket connection is used.
[0056] During an incoming call the user "Bob" receives
an incoming call at both its WC-based and on his legacy
terminal (figure 5). Now the iFCS and the so-called SIP
forking is of importance. In steps 1 and 2 a SIP INVITE
message is generated and sent over a P-CSCF to an SCSCF. The user "Alice" uses her standard IMS UE and
no WebRTC client. If the S-CSCF receives the message,
the user profile of that user is checked for whom the message is intended. In step 3 an examination of the iFCS
and the given trigger point occurs. If the called user has
a WC account the service profiles of the WAS has already
been inserted. In step 4 the "INVITE" message is routed
to the WAS. In step 5 the WAS forwards the message
via the WebSocket connection to the WC of the user to
be called.
[0057] In step 6 the message is returned to the SCSCF. This SIP forking has the advantage that the call
is not only sent to WC but also to a legacy terminal. With
that multiple dialogs can be created with just one query.
To avoid that the request is not sent again to the WAS
for the user to call, the WAS makes entries in the SIP
header fields. Steps 6 through 8 show the routing of the
message to the legacy device. After steps 5 and 8 the
call is parallel on the WC and the legacy device which
ring at the same time.
[0058] Depending on which device answers the call,
the response messages are sent via the WAS to the calling user. In steps 9 to 12 the call is accepted by Bob’s
WC. Once the message reaches the WAS, a SIP CAN-
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CEL message is generated in step 13 and sent to the
non accepting unit. Steps 10 and 13 take place at the
same time. Upon receipt of a CANCEL a corresponding
response is sent (step 16). Then the terminal which received the CANCEL generates a message to indicate
the termination of the call (step 19). For this purpose a
487 Request Cancelled is sent to the WAS.
[0059] Similarly, if a 200 OK received, an ACK must
be generated and sent to complete the three-way handshake. This can be seen in steps 19 to 24. Steps 25
through 28 are the response messages to the 200 OK to
the receiving party. Thus, the three-way handshake of
the SIP has been successfully completed and the transmission of media starts. By the entries in the SIP header
fields, the WAS stays in the signalling chain for the complete dialogue.
[0060] According to figure 6 the user "Alice" calls with
her WC-terminal user "Bob", who answers with a legacy
device. In step 1 the initial call setup is sent from the WC
to the WAS. Since in this request, the information is missing, where this message has to be routed, the WAS has
to append "Service Route" obtained in the registration
phase. The WAS has to generate a SIP INVITE message
and insert the "Service Route" into the header of the INVITE message. Besides the WAS enters his address in
the respective header fields to ensure that the correct
routing path will be used for future messages of the dialog. In step 2 the WAS forwards the customized message
to the S-CSCF. The S-CSCF balances the service profile
of the called user. Steps 3-19 are identical to those in the
logic for an incoming call.Since the call is adopted from
a legacy device, in step 13 the WC Cancel message has
to be sent to the WC of user Bob. The sequential order
is corresponding to the three-way handshake, like it is
used in SIP.
[0061] A checkout of the WC from WAS or an interruption of the WebSocket connection is recognized by the
WebSocket protocol. Then WAS has to update the service profile of the user and disable the trigger point and
the iFC, which is responsible for forwarding the messages to the WAS for this user. If no WC is logged on for the
user, the messages may not be sent to the WAS. The
signalling sequence thus corresponds to a standardized
sequence as defined for the communication in an IMS.
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Claims
1.

Method for integrating of a WebRTC client into a Multimedia Subsystem ("IMS")
characterised in that
a corresponding WebRTC Application Server
("WAS") is implemented into the IMS core as an Application Server which has a direct access to the
Home Subscriber Server ("HSS").

2.

Method according to claim 1,
characterised in that
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WebRTC client registers with WAS using an protocol
applying IMS credentials due to access of WAS to
the HSS and
WAS modifies initial Filter Criteria ("iFC") by entering
itself to the iFC set in the HSS upon successful registration of WebRTC client with the WAS and by deleting itself from the iFC set in the HSS upon customer deregistration.

5

3.

Method according to claim 1 or 2,
characterised in that
WAS uses a W2* interface for exchanging signalling
messages with the WebRTC client.

10

4.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
characterised in that
WAS uses ISC interface for communication with I/SCSCF (Interrogating/Serving Call Session Control
Function).

15

5.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
characterised in that,
WAS implements H.248 Iq* interface to control the
Enhances IMS Access Gateway ("eIMS-AGW") for
media processing.

20

6.

7.

Method according to one of the preceding claims"
characterised in that,
WAS alternatively is co-located with the eIMS-AGW
functionality in the same network entity for media
handling functions for converting between sRTP and
RTP.
Method according to one of the preceding claims,
characterised by,
WAS authenticates WebRTC subscriber using an
authentication mechanism with the result that WAS
knows the IMPU of the WebRTC user.

25

30

35

8.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
characterised by,
WAS authenticates WebRTC subscriber using its
IMS credential by utilising Sh interface to HSS.

40

9.

System for executing the method according to one
of the preceding claims,
characterised by,
a WebRTC client integrated into a Multimedia Subsystem ("IMS") a WebRTC Application Server
("WAS") which is implemented into the IMS core as
an Application Server with direct access to the Home
Subscriber Server ("HSS").

45

10. System according to claim 9,
characterised by an
W2* interface between the WebRTC client and the
WAS for exchanging signalling messages.
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